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Abstract: The enhancement technique for color medical images is conductive to improve the resolution and accuracy of the original

image. A new enhancement method combining the Young-Helmholtz (Y-H) transformation with the adaptive equalization of intensity

numbers matrix histogram is proposed in this paper. The adaptive histogram equalization method is applied to strengthen the details,

enhance the contrast, and suppress the noise of the original image effectively. The enhanced image can be displayed in the red-green-

blue (RGB) color space through inverse Y-H transformation with the same hue and saturation. The experiment results demonstrate

that the method has the enhancement effect with low computational complexity, which provides the foundation for the medical

diagnosis and further processing of medical images.
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1 Introduction

The enhanced technique is widely used for color medi-

cal images to achieve the improvement of visual effect and

resolution, which makes it more helpful for the computer

processing. According to different types of images, the en-

hancement methods can be divided into gray image en-

hancement and color image enhancement. Depending on

the enhancement of the space, the enhanced methods can be

divided into spatial domain and frequency domain enhance-

ment. Most of the traditional enhanced methods based on

contrasting are always restricted by the setting of parame-

ters and specific applications. During the color image pro-

cessing, color distortion happens frequently since the pri-

mary three colors named red, green and blue are highly cor-

related. In order to avoid the image distortion, many meth-

ods have been tried to convert the image to a certain image

with a separated chrominance and luminance color space.

Blottal et al.[1] realized the enhancement of color medi-

cal pathology images which were captured by electronic

microscope and endoscope in the hue-saturation-intensity

(HSI) space. Yu et al.[2] adopted the pretreatment with

gray stretch method and the histogram equalization algo-

rithm with the adaptive histogram to enhance the color im-

age from endoscope in white brightness-color brightness-hue
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(WCH) space. Considering the complexity of converting the

RGB space into HSI space. Wang et al.[3] selected cyan-

yellow (CY) space to realize the color eye image enhance-

ment by saturation histogram equalization and luminance

histogram correction. Liu[4] accomplished the brightness

and saturation enhancement for color X-ray image through

consists sigmoid function and linear transformation func-

tion in hue-saturation-value (HSV) space. Whereas, all of

these methods have a common characteristic that the color

space must be appropriate to different enhanced purposes

and methods, otherwise, the appearance of singular values

in image pixel will influence the visual and enhanced effect.

Besides, Schaefer et al.[5] realized the enhancement of the

skin cancer color image through automatic color equaliza-

tion (ACE). Li and Meng[6] enhanced the color endoscope

image by adaptive contrast diffusion. Zhang and Yang[7]

proposed a novel nonlinear gray transformation method to

enhance the contrast of a typhoon cloud image. Guo et

al.[8] employed haziness analysis to realize the image pro-

cessing. However, due to the large amount of calculation

and parameter setting, most of the methods are limited in

practical applications.

At the beginning of the 19th century, human visual sys-

tem contains 3 kinds of color mechanisms was presented.

In 1852, this theory has been supported by Helmholz, and

that was the birth of the famous Young-Helmholz color vi-

sion theory. Cao and Hao[9] put forward the bionic pattern

recognition method based on Y-H model with ideal experi-

ment results. Ding et al.[10] proposed an image compression

method by the singular value decomposition based on Y-H

model. In 2013, the concept of “intensity numbers matrix

histogram” and a kind of color medical image enhanced

method based on color space transformation which are put
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forward in [11,12]. The color image can be enhanced with-

out distortion by Y-H transformation and equalization of

“intensity numbers matrix histogram”, and finally be dis-

played in the RGB color space by inverse Y-H transforma-

tion. In addition, the nonlinear extrapolation method[12]

and fuzzy set theory[13] are combined with Y-H transfor-

mation for color image enhancement.

In order to achieve better enhanced effect, a new method

consists of Y-H transformation and the adaptive equaliza-

tion of intensity numbers matrix histogram will be proposed

and elaborated in this paper.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2

explains the Young-Helmholtz model which is the founda-

tion of this research. In Section 3, the principle and flow

of the new method is expounded in detail. Comparative

experiments are conducted in Section 4 to verify the su-

periority of the new method. Finally, Section 5 gives the

conclusion and future extension of this research.

2 Young-Helmholtz model[11,12]

A pixel of a human retina image can be expressed by the

three-channel information of color image as

f(x) = R × 1 + G × ε + B × ε2 (1)

where ε3 = 1, and 1, ε, ε2 are hyper imaginary units; f(x)

is considered as the color numbers of pixel x and defined by

Y .

According to the Greaves color space transformation

principle, three orthogonal axes X, Y and Z are corre-

sponded to R, G and B. A sphere is designed by setting

the coordinate origin O as the origin center, and these three

points of intersection between the sphere and axes X,Y, Z

are denoted as l, m, n, respectively. The axis elu is the ver-

tical from the coordinate origin O to the plane formed by

points l, m and n. The plane Ech passes through O that is

perpendicular to the axis elu. And then the color number

f can be expressed as

f = aluelu ⊕ ZchEch (2)

where alu is the projection from f to center axis elu, and

Zch is the perpendicular projection coordinate from f to

plane Ech. Moreover,

alu ∈ R, Zch ∈ C

elu :=
1 + ε + ε2

3
, Ech :=

(1 + ω2
3ε + ω3ε

2)

3
, ω3 =: e

2πi
3

where elu and Ech are orthogonal, i.e., eluEch = Echelu =

0, elu
2 = elu and Ech

2 = Ech.

In (2), the real number alu is the brightness (intensity)

number, and the complex number Zch is the chromaticity

number. In the Y-H transformation method, the intensity

numbers matrix is enhanced while the chromaticity num-

bers matrix remains unchanging, i.e., the color medical im-

age can be enhanced without changing the correlation of

R, G and B. This method can not only realize the image

enhancement with low computational complexity, but also

ensure the color′s quality of the image after processing.

3 Enhancement based on adaptive

equalization of intensity numbers

matrix histogram

3.1 “Intensity numbers matrix histogram”
of the color image

Reference [11] put forward the concept of intensity num-

bers matrix histogram of the color image for the first time,

and the actual range of intensity numbers is confirmed as

0–
√

2552 × 3, 0–442 in rounding. The intensity numbers

matrix histogram of the color image is also a discrete func-

tion, which can be expressed as

g(k) = mkk = 0, 1, · · · , 442 (3)

where mk is the number of pixel with the intensity level k

in f(x, y).

3.2 Adaptive equalization of intensity num-
bers matrix histogram

A method is similar to the local approach mentioned in

[14, 15] that is adopted to process the intensity numbers ma-

trix of images, and different contrast enhancement methods

are used for different localities.

The formula of the local contrast enhanced method for

calculating the intensity numbers matrix is expressed as[14]

x′
i,j = mi,j + k(xi,j − mi,j) (4)

where xi,j and x′
i,j are the intensity levels before and after

transforming respectively, mi,j = 1
m×n

∑
(i,j)∈w xi,j is the

average intensity level value of the pixel in window W .

In order to save the image details, the original image

details are saved in advance, and added to the arithmetic

during the histogram equalization process. Therefore, the

histogram equalization arithmetic is modified as[15]

x′
i,j =

{
T (xi,j) + k(xi,j − mi,j), if 0 ≤ xi,j ≤ 442

T (xi,j), otherwise

(5)

where mi,j is the neighborhood average value of the win-

dow centered with xi,j , T is the transformation function of

xi,j . The criterion in (5) is set to ensure that the enhanced

color image will not exceed the image intensity level range

[0, 442]. Equation (5) illustrates that T plays the role of ad-

justing the dynamic range of the intensity numbers matrix

histogram, and k(xi,j − mi,j) plays the role of enhancing

the local intensity level. In this process, the high-frequency

noise is enhanced as well as the brightness of details. In or-

der to avoid this phenomenon, the coefficient k is adjusted
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adaptively, which can amplify the value of details and re-

duce the background noise.

The adaptive adjustment process of k[16] should meet the

following conditions: when intensity level xi,j of the center

pixel of window W has no image detail, k → 0; otherwise,

k → larger value. k can be expressed as the intensity level

variance of window W neighborhood, which is described

as[15]

k = k′(
σ2

i,j

σ2
n

− 1) (6)

where σ2
i,j , σ2

n are the intensity level, variance of window

W and the noise variance of whole image intensity level,

respectively. k′ is the proportional coefficient.

When σ2
i,j = σ2

n and k = 0, there is no image detail,

and the intensity numbers matrix histogram enhancement

is conducted on the intensity level of center pixel in the

neighborhood. As
σ2

i,j

σ2
n

grows, the value of k becomes larger.

When the side length n is too small and the neighborhood

variance σ2
i,j is sensitive to grain noise, the noise will be en-

hanced. Oppositely, when n is too large, the noise which is

in the detail instead of the detail neighborhood will also be

enhanced. While the value of k increases, the curve slope

increases and the adaptive ability becomes stronger. How-

ever, if the value of k is too large, the noise becomes more

sensitive. This paper takes (5×5) domain with k′ = 0.0001.

From all above, a mathematical expression of adaptive

intensity numbers matrix histogram with complete detail

enhancement is expressed as[16]

x′
i,j =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

T (xi,j) + k(
σ2

i,j

σ2
n

− 1)(xi,j − mi,j),

if 0 ≤ xi,j ≤ 442

T (xi,j),

otherwise.

(7)

3.3 Enhance process of color medical images

The concrete steps of the enhancement based on adap-

tive equalization of intensity numbers matrix histogram is

shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 Concrete steps of the method

Firstly, the intensity numbers matrix and the chromatic-

ity numbers matrix of the original color image are obtained

by Y-H transformation. After given all the intensity levels

i and the numbers of each intensity level ni, the intensity

numbers matrix histogram and cumulative histogram of the

original image can be calculated. Equation (7) is used to

calculate the local intensity level and realize the equaliza-

tion. Then, the new intensity numbers matrix histogram is

obtained by p(ti) = ni

n . Finally, the enhanced image can

be composed by the chromaticity numbers matrix which re-

mains unchanging and the intensity numbers matrix after

enhancing through inverse Y-H transform.

4 Enhancement experiments and anal-

ysis of the color medical images

4.1 Enhancement experiments

The experiment research in image enhancement on four

color pathological images is conducted in this paper, includ-

ing renal cell carcinoma, squamous-cell carcinoma, chronic

congestion of liver and colon polypoid adenomas. In or-

der to prove the superiority of the method proposed in

this paper, the enhancement results of the adaptive in-

tensity numbers matrix histogram equalization method are

compared with three common enhancement methods[17],

which are nonlinear transformation, multi-scale retinex al-

gorithm (MSR) and guiding filter, as well as the intensity

numbers matrix histogram equalization method mentioned

in [11, 17]. The original images are shown in Fig. 2, and

the enhancement results of different methods are shown in

Figs. 3–7.

4.2 Analysis of the enhancement results

Image quality mainly includes two aspects: the fidelity

and the understandability of the image. From the subjec-

tive evaluation point of view, the image enhanced by the

method in this paper has higher brightness without distor-

tion, and its visual effect is better than general methods.

But subjectively, it is difficult to distinguish the effect of

the methods in [11] and this paper.

According to the objective evaluation method mentioned

in [17], two indicators of the entropy and contrast improve-

ment index (CII) are selected in this paper. Entropy (E)

is a measure of the information amount. According to the

theory, the image with higher entropy contains more infor-

mation, and the image details are more abundant. It can

be calculated by contrast improvement index defined by

CII =
Cprocessed

Coriginal
(8)

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

E = −
M∑

i=1

N∑

j=1

pij ln pij

pij = f(i,j)
M∑

i=1

N∑

j=1
f(i,j)

.
(9)
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Fig. 2 Original color medical images

Fig. 3 Color medical images enhanced by nonlinear transform

Fig. 4 Color medical images enhanced by MSR

Fig. 5 Color medical images enhanced by guiding filter

Fig. 6 Color medical images enhanced by intensity numbers matrix histogram equalization

Fig. 7 Color medical images enhanced by adaptive intensity numbers matrix histogram equalization

CII is calculated as follows. The image (color image needs

to be converted to a grayscale image) is divided into 3 × 3

small pieces. Cprocessed is the average of all 3 × 3 small

images′ contrast of enhanced images. Coriginal is the aver-

age of the corresponding original images. The contrast of
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each 3 × 3 small piece can be defined as

contrast =
max−min

max + min
(10)

where max is the maximum gray value of the 3 × 3 small

pieces, min is the minimum gray value. Subscripts original

and processed are used to distinguish images before and

after enhancement.

The images′ entropies obtained by a variety of enhance-

ment algorithms are shown in Table 1. The entropies of

the original images and images enhanced by the nonlinear

transformation, MSR, guiding filter and intensity numbers

matrix histogram equalization are resulted from [17], which

are compared with the results of adaptive intensity numbers

matrix histogram equalization method in this paper. And

the corresponding variation trends of the enhanced images′

entropies are shown in Fig. 8.

The images′ CII obtained by different enhanced algo-

rithms are shown in Table 2. The CII of the original im-

ages and images enhanced by the nonlinear transformation,

MSR, guiding filter and intensity numbers matrix histogram

equalization are resulted from [17], which are compared

with the results of adaptive intensity numbers matrix his-

togram equalization method in this paper. And the corre-

sponding variation trends of the enhanced images′ CII are

shown in Fig. 9.

Tables 1 and 2 show that entropies of images, which are

enhanced by adaptive histogram equalization method have

increased. In other words, these images are enhanced by

this method which contains more information. For CII of

the enhanced images, this new method is superior to the

traditional ones, like the nonlinear transformation, MSR

and guiding filter. Except renal cell carcinoma images, the

CII of other images keep almost unchanged or increased

compared to these histogram equalization results in [11 ,17].

Therefore, the contrast and visual effect of images is en-

hanced by the method in this paper.

Fig. 8 Variation trends of the enhanced images′ entropies

Fig. 9 Variation trends of the enhanced images′ CII

Table 1 Entropies of the original and enhanced images

Images Original image Nonlinear transform MSR Guiding filter Histogram equalization
Adaptive histogram

equalization

Renal cell carcinoma 6.873 6 7.353 0 6.999 8 7.500 1 7.866 0 7.883 5

Squamous-cell carcinoma 7.185 6 7.563 3 7.592 6 7.728 2 7.884 0 7.861 3

Chronic congestion of liver 6.787 0 7.357 5 7.473 0 7.536 9 7.762 2 7.794 0

Colon polypoid adenomas 7.014 0 7.427 2 7.690 1 7.745 3 7.700 9 7.843 9

Table 2 CII of the original and enhanced images

Images Original image Nonlinear transform MSR Guiding filter Histogram equalization
Adaptive histogram

equalization

Renal cell carcinoma 1.000 0 1.962 1 2.088 7 2.402 6 6.290 0 4.200 0

Squamous-cell carcinoma 1.000 0 2.326 3 2.400 5 1.889 1 4.060 2 4.498 1

Chronic congestion of liver 1.000 0 0.717 8 4.088 6 2.215 8 4.862 4 4.818 6

Colon polypoid adenomas 1.000 0 1.644 1 2.928 6 2.117 3 2.750 4 2.814 6
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On the other side, the enhancement effect can be also

evaluated by the intensity numbers matrix histogram.

The intensity numbers matrix histogram of the original

images[17], images enhanced by intensity numbers ma-

trix histogram equalization[17] and by adaptive inten-

sity numbers matrix histogram equalization are shown in

Figs. 10–13. It illustrates that the intensity grade distri-

bution becomes wider and the distribution probability of

the intensity grade in the low area becomes bigger, which

means that the image′s brightness has been enhanced and

the image quality is improved.

5 Conclusions

A new enhancement method for color medical images

based on Y-H transformation and adaptive intensity num-

bers matrix histogram equalization has been designed and

realized in this paper. This method can improve the bright-

ness and contrast of images without changing the correla-

tion of these three channels R, G and B. In terms of subjec-

tive evaluation, the enhanced color medical image displays

without distortion and has higher brightness with better vi-

sual effect. On the objective evaluation aspect, the entropy

and the CII of the image are increased significantly. “The

intensity numbers matrix histogram” of color images illus-

trates that the intensity grade distribution becomes wider

and the image quality has been obviously improved.

In the adaptive adjustment process of this method, the

setting of parameters has a direct influence on the enhance-

ment effect. Inappropriate choice of parameters may result

in the increase of background noise, excessive enhancement,

and decrease of detail information, which are the common

Fig. 10 The intensity numbers matrix histogram of the renal cell carcinoma image before and after enhancement

Fig. 11 The intensity numbers matrix histogram of the squamous-cell carcinoma image before and after enhancement

Fig. 12 The intensity numbers matrix histogram of the chronic congestion of liver image before and after enhancement

Fig. 13 The intensity numbers matrix histogram of the colon polypoid adenomas image before and after enhancement
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problems of the histogram transformation method. There-

fore, on the basis of Y-H transformation theory, research on

the enhancement method for medical images with wider ap-

plication range is one of the future extensions. At the same

time, the superiority of Y-H transformation theory has been

verified in this paper, which provides the foundation for re-

alizing the segmentation, compression and registration of

images based on Y-H transformation in the future research.
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